
 SLOT HOME 
N 

T A S K  F O R C E  M E E T I N G  # 2  P A C K E T

Introduction 
Task Force Meeting #2 will be split into two parts. The first portion is touring of an area of 

the city that has been affected by slot home development. Participants will review a series 

of developments with consideration to the revised problem statement. The second portion 

of the meeting will consist of a discussion regarding the tour, problem statement, and 

criteria for success.  

Please review the following documents with special attention given to the starting point 

for the assigned tour location.  

Packet Contents 
Item Notes 
Draft Meeting 
Agenda 

This provides the tour meeting locations/assignments and a draft summary of 
topics to be addressed at the February 8 meeting. 

Draft Revised 
Problem 
Statement 

City staff have reviewed all of the comments received during the first task force 
meeting and made revisions to the problem statement responding to the 
comments received. Additional refinements will be made based on task force 
discussion and community dialog. Following these discussions, the revised 
problem statement will be integrated into a final Problem Identification report.  
 The refined problem statement will then guide remaining steps in the project, 
including a recommended strategy to address slot homes, and a proposed 
Denver Zoning Code text amendment. 

Draft Criteria for 
Successful 
Solutions 

City staff have reviewed task force answers to the question what do you hope to 
achieve?  posed in the first meeting. After a careful review of the responses, city 
staff have put together criteria that will be used to evaluate solutions proposed 
throughout the process.  The draft criteria will be significantly refined based on 
task force discussion and community dialog.   

Tour Packets These packets include six tours of areas throughout the city with slot homes. Per 

first three tours in the packet (Highlands/Sunnyside, Berkeley/Tennyson or West 
Colfax) starting at 2:00pm. on February 8. Tours 4, 5 and 6 are optional self-
guided tours that provide an opportunity to review slot home development in 
other parts of the city.  

City staff will provide printed packets with clipboards and pens for each of the 
assigned tours.  

Draft Task Force 
Meeting #1 
Summary 

This is the meeting summary for Task Force Meeting #1. Please review and 
inform City staff of any corrections or adjustment that should be made to better 
reflect the meeting content.  

Task Force 
Meeting #1 
Poster Activity 
Results 

This provides a summary of the post-it notes placed on the activity posters 
during Task Force Meeting #1. A high resolution version of the poster summary is 
available in the Task Force Drop Box folder. 
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 SLOT HOME N 
T A S K  F O R C E  M E E T I N G  # 2

A G E N D A ( D R A F T )
Wednesday February 8, 2017 --- 2:00-5:00pm 
Various Locations (see below) 

Meeting Objectives 
 Identify slot home issues that may occur across a variety of contexts vs. issues particular to

specific neighborhoods or lots

 Relate observed issues back to the draft problem statement

 Discuss criteria for successful solutions

 Provide feedback to City staff to revise the problem statement for public review

I. Tours of Slot Home Development             2:00-3:15pm. 
Each task force member has been assigned to one of three tours of slot home development 

in West Denver. Members of the public may join a tour by contacting Senior City Planner 

Analiese Hock at Analiese.hock@denvergov.org.  

o Slot Home Tour #1: Highlands & Sunnyside

 Meet at: 4033 Tejon Street

 Tour leaders: Analiese Hock, Kyle Dalton & Mike Hughes

 Tour assignments:

 Councilman Wayne New

 Don Elliott

 Dave Berton

 Enrico Cacciorni

 Melissa Rummel

 Ann Cox

o Slot Home Tour #2: Berkeley

 Meet at: 4539 Tennyson Street

 Tour leaders: Abe Barge & Josh Palmeri

 Tour assignments:

 Councilman Rafael Espinoza

 Christine Franck

 Jane Crisler

 Ty Mumford

o Slot Home Tour #3: West Colfax

 Meet at: 1732 N Lowell Blvd.

 Tour leaders: Andy Rutz & Jeff Brasel

 Tour assignments:

 Heather Noyes

 Sarah Kaplan

 Anna Cawrse

 Scott Chomiak

 Maggie Miller

mailto:Analiese.hock@denvergov.org
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II. Post Tour Discussion                3:30-5:00pm.

All tour groups will convene at the Woodbury Branch Library, 3265 Federal Blvd. at 3:30pm. 

o Welcome & Objectives

o Keypad Polling Activity

o Criteria for Potential Tools and Solutions

o Next Steps



 2.0 Identifying The Slot Home Problem DENVER SLOT HOME EVALUATION

2.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT & CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
The following initial problem statement is based on Task force and City staff evaluation of the existing slot home 
characteristics and trends summarized in Chapter 1.0:

The problem is new multifamily slot home construction that is incompatible with the 
public realm, adjacent properties and neighborhood in five key respects:

1. Public Realm Engagement. Many slot homes do not
engage the street and sidewalk frontage with street level
building activities, patios and porches, or pedestrian
entrances and transparency (windows) that are connected
to habitable building areas (i.e., doors that lead directly
into dwelling units rather than garages or utility areas).

2. Contextual Design.  The siting, setbacks, facade design
and entry locations of slot homes sometimes do not
reflect the existing character or desired future conditions
of the adjacent properties, block and neighborhood.*

3. Building Mass & Scale. Many slot homes do not
incorporate design elements that could promote
compatible mass and scale relationships among
buildings, such as clear distinctions between building
floors or elements that reflect adjacent lower-scale
buildings.

4. Vehicle-oriented Design.  Slot homes often incorporate
visible driveways, parking areas and garage doors that
negatively impact the pedestrian-oriented character of
the street, sidewalk and neighborhood.

5. Impacts on Neighbors.  Slot homes often orient their
most active facade areas towards adjacent properties,
rather than the street and sidewalk,or include other
elements, such as rooftop decks, which may have
negative visual or privacy impacts on neighbors.

*Note that desired future conditions may be more relevant than existing character in a Blueprint Denver Area of
Change.

Note: Red text indicates edits 
and additions based on feedback 
received at the January, 2017 task 
force meeting.  The previous “Build-
ing Placement” element has been 
removed and “Building Mass & 
Scale” has been added.

Note: The “impacts on Neighbors” 
element of the problem statement 
received relatively little discussion 
and feedback at the January task 
force meeting. Staff will continue 
to review whether this element 
of the statement is necessary or 
whether it should be revised to 
better reflect community concerns.

This draft problem statement document 
is annotated with notes for the Slot Home 
Evaluation Task Force. Notes appearing in 
these red boxes will not appear in final ver-
sions of the document.



2.0 Identifying The Slot Home Problem PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION REPORT - Draft 01/31/17

DRAFT CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSFUL SOLUTIONS
Solutions to identified issues with slot home development should balance multiple community objectives. The Task Force 
and City staff will use the draft criteria outlined below to ensure that the recommended strategy (to be proposed in Phase 
3 of the Slot Home Evaluation project) successfully balances multiple objectives. Note that the criteria will be refined to 
reflect community feedback and Task Force discussion.

EFFECTIVENESS

Proposed solutions should promote outcomes that directly address one or 
more elements of the problem statement outlined on page 24, by promot-
ing development that activates the public realm, reflects surrounding context, 
incorporates relatable scale elements, emphasizes pedestrian orientation and 
protects the privacy of adjacent properties. Where multiple solutions could ad-
dress the problem statement, the tool that most directly addresses an identi-
fied issue will be preferred over a tool that may have wider effects.

Effective solutions will promote development that 
activates the public realm to address element #2 of the 

problem statement.

EQUITY

Proposed solutions should incorporate feedback from a wide range of stake-
holders, including residents, property owners, builders and design profession-
als. They should also apply equally to similar properties in a variety of neigh-
borhoods across the city and promote the construction and maintenance of 
housing options for a variety of demographics, including low income residents, 
singles, families and seniors.

Equitable solutions will incorporate feedback from a 
wide range of stakeholders.

FLEXIBILITY

Proposed solutions should allow property owners and builders to adapt to 
changing market conditions and maintain flexibility to promote creative de-
signs that maintain neighborhood variety. The desire for flexible solutions 
should be carefully balanced with a need for predictable outcomes as de-
scribed below.

Flexible solutions will promote creative designs.

PREDICTABILITY

Proposed solutions should result in predictable, clear, outcomes for all stake-
holders. This means that property owners should be able to predict the likely 
outcome of an approval process if they follow the regulations, City staff should 
be able to consistently interpret regulations and neighborhoods should have 
a reasonable understanding of the character of development that can occur. 
Requirements that clearly implement Denver Zoning Code intent statements, 
building forms and zone districts, support predictable development outcomes. Clear connections between zoning code intent state-

ments and requirements will promote predictable 
development outcomes.

Note: The criteria on this page have been 
added based on discussion at the January, 
2017 task force meeting. A revised (based 
on public and task force feedback) version 
of the criteria will help us review potential 
zoning tools to address the problem state-
ment in the project’s next phases.



TOUR GROUP 1
Sunnyside & Highland
Tejon Street 

How is slot home development affecting the 
neighborhood you toured?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the lowest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the highest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
 Name: ________________________________

The following are questions to understand 
your overall impression of the tour. Please fill 
out after the tour. 

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

       Denotes a tour stop
       Denotes a location of a slot home that can be the optional review



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

DETACHED PARKING
4033Tejon Street
U-MS-2 
Shopfront 1

Abe
Text Box
Note that the titles for each tour stop ("Detached Parking", "Center Drive", etc.) refer to typical slot home configurations identified by City staff (as summarized in http://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/646/documents/Zoning/text_amendments/slot_homtes/Slot_Homes_in_Denver.pdf)

https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/646/documents/Zoning/text_amendments/slot_homtes/Slot_Homes_in_Denver.pdf


Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

SINGLE ROW
4030 Tejon Street
U-MS-2 
Shopfront 2



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

CENTER DRIVE
3501 Tejon Street
U-MX-3
Apartment 3



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

4CENTER DRIVE
3334 Tejon St
U-MS-2
Shopfront



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



TOUR GROUP 2
Berkeley Neighborhood
Tennyson Area 

How is slot home development affecting the 
neighborhood you toured?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the lowest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the highest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
 Name: ________________________________

The following are questions to understand 
your overall impression of the tour. Please fill 
out after the tour. 

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

       Denotes a tour stop
       Denotes a location of a slot home that can be the optional review



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

SINGLE ROW
4539 N Tennyson 
U-MX-3
Apartment 1



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

CENTER DRIVE
4533 Tennyson St
U-MX-3
General 2



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

3SINGLE ROW
4460 Tennyson St
U-MX-3
General



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

4SINGLE ROW
4321 N Tennyson 
U-MX-3, UO-1, UO-2
General 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



TOUR GROUP 3
West Colfax
Sloan Lake Area

How is slot home development affecting the 
neighborhood you toured?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the lowest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the highest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
 Name: ________________________________

The following are questions to understand 
your overall impression of the tour. Please fill 
out after the tour. 

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

CENTER DRIVE
1732 Lowell Blvd
G-MU-3
Apartment 1



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

CENTER COURT/MEWS
3476 W 17th Ave
G-MU-3
Apartment 2



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

3CENTER DRIVE
3433 W 16th Ave
G-MU-3
Apartment



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

4SINGLE ROW
3323 W 17th Ave
G-MU-3
Apartment 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



OPTIONAL TOUR 4
Jefferson Park

How is slot home development affecting the 
neighborhood you toured?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the lowest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the highest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
 Name: ________________________________

The following are questions to understand 
your overall impression of the tour. Please fill 
out after the tour. 

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

CENTER COURT/MEWS
2112 Decatur Street
G-RH-3
Garden Court 1



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

CENTER COURT/MEWS
2332 Decatur Street
G-MU-3
Apartment 2



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

3CENTER DRIVE
2721 W 24th Ave
G-MU-3, UO-3
Apartment



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

4CENTER DRIVE
2448 Clay St
G-MU-3, UO-3
Apartment 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



OPTIONAL TOUR 5
Five Points
RiNo Area

How is slot home development affecting the 
neighborhood you toured?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the lowest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the highest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
 Name: ________________________________

The following are questions to understand 
your overall impression of the tour. Please fill 
out after the tour. 

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

1CENTER COURT
3155 Lawrence Street
U-RH-3
Garden Court



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

2SINGLE ROW
2937 Lawrence St
G-MU-3, UO-3
Apartment



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

3CENTER DRIVE
3004 Blake Street
I-MX-5, UO-2
General



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

4CENTER DRIVE/CENTER AISLE
3415 Larimer 
C-MX-5, UO-2
General



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



OPTIONAL TOUR 6
Cherry Creek

How is slot home development affecting the 
neighborhood you toured?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the lowest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Which problem statement elements (i.e., 
“Street Engagement” and/or “Contextual De-
sign”) did you rank the highest overall?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
 Name: ________________________________

The following are questions to understand 
your overall impression of the tour. Please fill 
out after the tour. 

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

1CENTER COURT
101 N Harrison
G-RH-3
Garden Court



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

2CENTER COURT
442 University Blvd
G-RH-3
Garden Court



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

3CENTER COURT
510 University Blvd 
G-RH-3
Garden Court



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

4CENTER COURT
365 Josephine St
PUD



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 



Problem Statement
Rating

Very...Poor...Neutral...Good...Very  
 Poor                                            Good

Comments

Public Realm Engagement
Does the development positively 
engage with the street and sidewalk 
frontages with street level activities, 
pedestrian entries, transparency or 
other facade design elements?

       1        2         3         4       5

Contextual Design
Does the development reflect the 
existing character or desired future 
conditions of the adjacent proper-
ties, block and neighborhood?

       1        2         3         4       5

Building Mass & Scale
Does the development incorporate 
design elements that promote com-
patible mass and scale?

       1        2         3         4       5

Impact on Neighbors
Does the development have nega-
tive privacy or other impacts on its 
immediately adjacent neighbors?

       1        2         3         4       5

Vehicle Oriented Design
Does the development integrate 
vehicle parking and access in a way 
that minimizes pedestrian and pub-
lic realm impacts?

       1        2         3         4       5

Other Comments

What is your overall impression of 
the development? Are there specific 
design elements that work well?
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Task Force MeeTing Two
Phase oneSLOT HOME E VALUAT I O N  & T E X T  A M EN D M EN T

OPTIONAL REVIEW
If you notice another slot home or infill development that is particularly 
interesting through its success or failure, please use this sheet to evaluate. 

Property Address: ________________________________________

Neighborhood: __________________________________________

Notes/Sketch area: 
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Slot Home Evaluation & Text Amendment Task Force 
DRAFT Summary – Meeting 1 – Tuesday, January 10, 2017 

Meeting Objectives: 
 Clarify the charge to the task force 
 Establish working relationships among the task force members 
 Refine an initial problem statement to guide future discussion 

Task Force Members in Attendance:  Nathan Adams, Dave Berton, Enrico Cacciorini, Anna Cawrse, Scott Chomiak, Anne Cox, Jane 
Crisler, Councilman Rafael Espinoza, Christine Franck, Sarah Kaplan, Maggie Miller, Ty Mumford, Councilman Wayne New, 
Heather Noyes, Melissa Rummel; Not in Attendance:  Don Elliot; CPD Staff:  Abe Barge, Jeff Brasel, Kyle Dalton, Analiese Hock, 
Josh Palmeri, Andy Rutz; Observers:  Afor Chavez [CPD], Josh Rogers [Denver resident], Amanda Sandoval [Council Aide, District 
1], Melissa Horn [Council Aide, District 10] 

I. Aspirations 
The Task Force and staff identified their favorite multi-unit residential buildings and discussed some of the 
aspirations that each Task Force member has for the slot home evaluation project.  Some of those 
aspirations are: 
 Fostering design creativity and diversity in a way that respects Denver rather than freezing things in 

time 
 Bringing better design and density to Denver in a way that uses the right forms in the zoning code 
 Promoting a common-sense approach to maintaining density while addressing the needs of the 

market and affordability 
 Establishing long-term stability and clarity in the code so that it is less subject to varied interpretations 
 Addressing the need for density and affordability by producing a product that is attainable for buyers 
 Ensuring zoning code consistency that respects the character of the neighborhood 
 Giving CPD the ability to intervene when there is a conflict between the development form and the 

character of the neighborhood 
 Producing a code that supports friendliness to the street 
 Reflecting the existing intent statements of the zone districts within the code 
 Encouraging consistency in the zoning code so that everyone knows what to expect 
 Emphasizing the public realm and exploring the relationship between the public and private spaces 
 Creating walkable places 
 Creating building forms that will serve for the long-term, even as the market changes 
 Creating a predictable flexibility that results in calculated variety 
 Finding ways for the existing neighborhood fabric to inform new development 
 Generating an architecture that ultimately creates a better and more urban, beautiful and active 

public realm 
 Ensuring that our city looks like Denver and not just some other city 
 Preserving use-by-right land-use while making zone code interpretation more consistent 
 Addressing concerns from the public while developing a healthy amount of flexibility in a more clearly 

understandable code 
 

II. How the Group Will Operate 
 The best way to build consensus is to build trust; this process will work if the participants act in ways 

that are trustworthy and honorable 
 Task Force members need to be forthright about what they care about and be comfortable with 

disagreeing – while not being disagreeable 
 Respect opinions that are not your own, and build to something that everyone can work with; the final 

recommendation will not be what any single Task Force member would write on their own  
 In communicating with the public or media, “I am on the task force and I think” is fine; “I am on the 

task force and s/he thinks” is not 
 Mike Hughes, as facilitator, will aim to make the process as transparent as possible and to handle 

process questions between meetings so that these meetings can be as substantive as possible 
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III. Staff Presentation 

Staff presented how this effort is defining slot homes, what the scope of the project is, and how the effort 
will be broken into phases for the next year of work.  Staff also gave an introductory presentation on 
urban design and the relationship of the public and private realms. The presentation emphasized the 
transition from public to semi-public,semi-private and private spaces. This was followed by an introduction 
the Denver Zoning Code. Staff concluded with a synopsis of the research and analysis that went into the 
draft Problem Identification Report, including information on historical and recent slot home development 
trends, geographic information on where most slot home construction is occurring,  and a graphic 
summary of four typical configurations. 
 

IV. Task Force Discussion/Activities on Problem Statement 
Staff presented the problem identification approach as well as the five elements of the draft Problem 
Statement.  Following that presentation, the Task Force participated in two activities to provide Staff with 
feedback.  In the first activity, task force members used post-it notes to describe positive and negative 
attributes of the four slot home configurations. In the second activity, members used post-it notes to 
comment on each of the five elements of the draft Problem Statement – identifying opportunities to 
refine, strengthen or add to those elements, while also allowing for issues that were completely missing 
from the draft Problem Statement. 
 
Task Force discussion during the first exercise included the following: 
 It is important to be specific about what we mean by density; is it building mass or number of people? 
 Massing is an important element of the problem; we should develop tools to manipulate a building’s 

massing more than the code has in the past, particularly to respond to context 
 Though massing is modified by the primary/front setbacks, we need to produce better outcomes 
 There is a need for predictable flexibility 
 Scale and massing don’t fit the context, which may be a result of most of the designs being boxes that 

fully occupy the allowable envelope 
 There is a lack of transition between the new and the old 
 New buildings that don’t fit the existing context interrupt the rhythm of the street 
 It is important to keep in mind that even an apartment building next to a single-family home can make 

a good or a bad good transition; the issues are not necessarily slot home specific; perhaps studying 
ways to promote consistency in materials and architectural cues is a means to better align with the 
context, even if the scale is quite different 

 Many of the slot homes don’t have front porches, yet most homes traditionally have them 
 The MX & MS districts enable building right up to the street, and so developers do just that; in MU 

districts, the allowance to encroach on the front setback can be taken advantage of to create front 
porches 

 Creating effective transitions between the public and the private spaces makes a tremendous 
difference in the pedestrian experience; we should emphasize the pedestrian experience 

 Of the four typical configurations of slot homes that were shown, the Center Court is the least 
successful for the public realm since it creates two access points from the street 

 If developers were required to include and improve street trees, there would be a linear element that 
would connect the neighborhood in a way that is already established throughout the city; there 
should be way to require one tree for every 35’ of frontage for all projects larger than one unit 

 The work done in this Task Force should inform what happens in Public Works and vice versa 
 ADA requirements make it difficult to build front porches 
 In the last year, Forestry and Transportation have started to require street trees and right-of-way 

improvements 
 Separate trash bin for each unity in multi-unit developments are overwhelming the alley 
 One of the slot home configurations that seemed to have the most positive post-it notes is the 

Detached Parking configuration, but it is the least developed type; its relationship to the public realm 
is the strongest 
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 There are challenges in developing this type in the current market, because most buyers are unwilling 
to buy something with detached parking 

 The most profitable slot home models have no transition from private to public 
 We must reclaim that transition while still finding a way to develop units that make financial sense 
 The composition of the façades is important; those that are disorderly and chaotic get negative 

reviews; those with more transparency and a more orderly façade were received more favorably 
 All design decisions for this building type can be tied to construction costs; that is what drives the 

developer’s decisions 
 Land is expensive; windows are expensive; favored materials are expensive 
 A fenestration requirement could compel a more orderly, consistent set of architectural details 
 Transparency alternatives do not achieve the same positive outcomes that transparency itself does 

 
The Task Force discussion on the second activity included the following: 

 It will be important to avoid getting stuck in the current context if the area is targeted for fundamental 
change to its character; it isn’t enough to say that it doesn’t work simply because it does not respond 
to what is next to it today 

 How are we able to tell what is an area of change vs. an area of stability?  New design should be more 
in harmony with the existing context if it is an area of stability as opposed to an area of change; in an 
area of change, the context is less relevant or even completely irrelevant 

 Looking at two different streets – Tennyson and W. 38th – each street might demand different 
requirements that address the context of the two different streets; it should be important to 
understand what the street is like and then respond accordingly 

 There is not enough calibration and granularity of the forms themselves within many contexts, so 
there is a need to take into consideration separate solutions for separate contexts 

 Street engagement should be more specifically about engagement with the public realm 
 The names used for some forms convey something to the public that isn’t reflected in code 
 We need to think about what should apply city-wide and what should apply to individual 

neighborhoods through overlay districts (or some other technique) 
 It may be worth exploring having a zoning code form that explicitly applies to the slot home; if that 

were the case, it would be important to consider what zone districts it would be allowed in 
 
Staff will use this discussion to inform the final version of the Problem Statement. 
 

V. February Meeting 

The next meeting will take place on Wednesday, February 8th, 2017 2:00-5:00 at.  The February 8th meeting 
will begin with a tour of slot home development in small groups followed by a discussion with the reconvened 
Task Force.  The February meeting will provide an opportunity to: 

• Identify slot home issues and may occur across a variety of contexts vs. issues particular to specific 
neighborhoods or lots 

• Relate observed issues back to the draft problem statement 
• Discuss criteria for successful solutions 
• Provide feedback to City staff to revise the problem statement for public review  
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Phase one

SINGLE ROW

Side interior pedestrian 
entry

Primary street setback 
‘front lawn’

Individual garages face 
side interior drive aisle

Side interior drive aisle

Note any positive attributes of the slot home configurations 
illustrated on the posters with green post-its

Note any negative attributes of the slot home configurations 
illustrated on the posters with yellow post-its

This document is annotated with notes made by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with notes made by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Good, front-facing, 
pedestrian porches

• Affordable materials
• Allows density on a 

small lot

• Entrances at front 
that access vestibule 
to 2nd floor are not 
active/living space

• Curb cuts reduce 
on street parking 
and interrupt the 
street, making 
the pedestrian 

• No street activation
• Elevation of 

residential to the 
2nd/3rd floor kills 
activity, life and safety 
at the street and 
public realm

• Large Interruption in 
the pedestrian realm 
with parking

• Massing and scale is 
out of scale with the 
rest of neighbors

• Stair enclosure height 
exceptions to permit 
the “dog house”  roof 
access

• Parking at ground 
level, underneath 
residential

• Vehicular access is a 
real problem

• Seeing all of the 
garage doors instead 
of a walking down the 
street with gardens, 
porches, and stoops is 
unpleasant

• Not really a pedestrian 
entrance

• Should not be allowed 
to curb-cut on 
primary street

• Garages are typically 
attached, much 
safer and often more 
desirable

• This is the side of the 
building, the front all 
have porches 

• Lack of transparency 
on upper floors makes 
slot homes look like 
blank walls on the 
street

• No place to hang out 
in your front yard

• Generic fenestration 
requirements allow 
for structures that 
don’t contribute, or 
negatively contribute 
to the pedestrian 
realm

• Bulky and not 
compatible with 
neighbors

• Size and bulk of slot 
homes overwhelms 
existing fabric in a 
rude, aggressive way

• Unrealized materials: 
Planar “painting” with 
materials or color

• Hodge podge
• Breaches privacy of 

neighbors

• Higher units per 
acre could benefit 
businesses and 
community and 
simplify transit needs

• Limited on street 
parking impacts

• Quality of life impacts 
where new form is 
inconsistent with the 
historic pattern
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Side interior pedestrian 
entry

Primary street setback Center drive aisle garage 
entries

Row house appearance 
when located on corner

Note any positive attributes of the slot home configurations 
illustrated on the posters with green post-its

Note any negative attributes of the slot home configurations 
illustrated on the posters with yellow post-its

CENTER DRIVE

This document is annotated with notes made by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with notes made by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Visual separation of 
function. Street vs. 
private

• Like the transparency

• Lack of street 
engagement

• Lack of setbacks and 
mandatory occupied 
ground floor spaces 
and semi-private 
spaces deprive 
the pedestrian 
environment (public)

• Not enough semi-
private space

• Not enough semi-
public space

• Facades with whole 
areas of blank wall, 
lack of windows are 
of context/character 

• Street activation is lip 
service

• “Guts” of building 
facing the street, like 
electrical meters/
utilities 

• Lack of orderliness of 
facade composition

• Principle entries to 
unit remains at the 
garage
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Side interior pedestrian 
entry

Primary street setback Center drive aisle garage 
entries

Row house appearance 
when located on corner

Note any positive attributes of the slot home configurations 
illustrated on the posters with green post-its

Note any negative attributes of the slot home configurations 
illustrated on the posters with yellow post-its

CENTER COURTYARD/MEWS

This document is annotated with notes made by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with notes made by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Use of courtyard

• Inability (or lack of ) 
to have a front porch 
entry

• Width of slot/
driveway/mews/
entrance breaks up 
street wall to much, 
makes the street too 
chaotic

• Lack of solar 
access makes for 
inhospitable spaces 
that will easily be 
neglected with a 
breakdown in the 
ownership group. (no 
ownership of space) 

• Slots create scary dark 
places at the street

• Inefficient use of land

• Unsafe, unpleasant 
experience walking 
down the slot

• Lack of access to sky
• Gives priority to 

vehicular access off of 
the main pedestrian 
street

• Too much concrete
• No landscaping to 

soften hard edges

• Semi-private 
courtyard is too 
private
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Side interior rear entries Street-facing units Side interior patio entries Detached garages off alley

Note any positive attributes of the slot home configurations 
illustrated on the posters with green post-its

Note any negative attributes of the slot home configurations 
illustrated on the posters with yellow post-its

DETACHED PARKING

This document is annotated with notes made by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with notes made by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Porches in side 
setback should 
help define 
entrances

• Courtyard lacks 
adequate width 
to allow greenery 
and sunlight

• Parking 
configuration 
should be form 
based, and 
match with 
predominately 
exists in the 
neighborhood 

• Visual front porch 
element: Eyes on 
the street

• Transparent 
frontage

• No vehicular 
interruptions to 
the public realm

• Better chance 
at addressing 
character 
concerns with 
public realm in 
this approach

• Addresses 
verticallity of form 
(and stories)

• Not well received 
by buyers

• Nice walk
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
STREET ENGAGEMENT

Many slot homes do not engage the street with building activities, entrances, transparency 
(windows) or other façade design elements.

Use post-it notes to indicate refinements, additions, 
or missing elements for the Street Engagement 

portion of the draft problem statement

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with 
notes made by the Slot Home Eval-
uation Task Force at their January 
10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Fake doors: elements 
that are clearly 
intended to skirt 
required elements 

• No shopfront to have 
FACP act as amenity

• Setbacks should result 
in an adequate depth 
for front porch or 
stoop

• Not enough entrances
• No clear organization of story 

or level (randomized windows) 

• No landscaping system of 
appearance 

• Streetscape... Trees should 
be required, similar to other 
developments, 1 tree per 35 
LF of street frontage, no river 
cobble
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
CONTEXTUAL DESIGN 

The scale, proportions, massing and façade design of slot homes are often out of character with 
the design of surrounding structures or typical design characteristics of the neighborhood.

Use post-it notes to indicate refinements, additions, 
or missing elements for the Contextual Design 

portion of the draft problem statement

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with 
notes made by the Slot Home Eval-
uation Task Force at their January 
10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• “Scale, mass, facade design” 
are too general to address the 
problem

• Our housing needs are 
changing. Not fitting in with 
the existing housing stock may 
be okay, look at the evolution 
of cherry creek

• Missing from section in 
context: issues of materials, 
colors, roof forms are as 
important and express scale, 
proportion, etc. 

• Problem: thinking of the public 
realm as only roadway and 
sidewalk, because the biggest 
problem is design the “wall” of 
the private realm

• Problem: Neighborhoods are 
all very different, but slot home 
are really not, they are all the 
same

• Slot homes are concentrated in 
specific neighborhoods

• Like recessed 
porch

• Prefer porches 
that front the 
street

• Relationship to 
neighbors 

• There isn’t a transition of form
• Bulky and out of context
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
VEHICLE-ORIENTED DESIGN 

Slot homes often incorporate visible driveways, parking areas and garage doors that negatively 
impact the  pedestrian-oriented character of the street and neighborhood.

Use post-it notes to indicate refinements, additions, 
or missing elements for the Vehicle-Oriented Design 

portion of the draft problem statement

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with 
notes made by the Slot Home Eval-
uation Task Force at their January 
10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Should note that we need 
oversize garages for large 
trucks SUVs so common in 
Colorado

• Dark between buildings
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
BUILDING PLACEMENT

Slot homes may disrupt the existing rhythm of building placement on residential frontages by 
incorporating unusual front or side building setbacks.

Use post-it notes to indicate refinements, additions, 
or missing elements for the Building Placement 

portion of the draft problem statement 

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with 
notes made by the Slot Home Eval-
uation Task Force at their January 
10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Transparency alternatives don’t 
do the same as transparency

• Orienting activity toward 
neighboring property does not 
respect the historic land use 
when district is inconsistent to 
fabric 

• By not having a consistent % of 
building frontage 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
IMPACTS ON NEIGHBORS 

Slot homes often orient their most active façade areas toward adjacent properties rather than the 
street, which may have negative visual or privacy impacts on neighbors.

Use post-it notes to indicate refinements, additions, 
or missing elements for the Impacts on Neighbors 

portion of the draft problem statement

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with 
notes made by the Slot Home Eval-
uation Task Force at their January 
10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Orienting activity toward 
neighboring property does not 
respect the historic land use 
when district is inconsistent to 
fabric

• Height impacts on neighbors 
since a visual three stories 
is possible in a two story 
district and four or five stories 
are possible in a three story 
district using building height 
exceptions

• Functional trash impacts 
on neighborhoods/the 
neighborhood: First 1 bin, then 
2 bins - Future is 3 bins. Need 
to accommodate on average 
30 waste/recycle/compost 
carts
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Additional Issues

Is there something that is entirely missing from the five parts of the problem statement?

This document is annotated with notes made 
by the Slot Home Evaluation Task Force at 
their January 10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

This document is annotated with 
notes made by the Slot Home Eval-
uation Task Force at their January 
10, 2017 kickoff meeting.

• Problem statement should 
address need for flexibility 
increasing density and afford-
ability

• Coordination with 
neighborhood plans

• Missing: negative impacts on 
owners of slot homes, lack of 
public right of way access

• Missing from problem 
statement: Mass of building/
flat roofs/boxy-ness/ 
inconsistent with SF/duplex 
neighborhoods

• Missing from problem 
statement: Future problems of 
owners of slot homes such as 
having HOAs, i.e., what if I don’t 
want to renovate? or paint my 
house purple or change the 
driveway?

• Should address clarity: Multiple 
building”forms” allowed 
under multiple designations, 
i.e., town homes can be 
build under apartment form, 
confusing

• Problem: Lack of fine grain 
calibration of form and 
contexts

• What makes a slot home a 
shopfront... this is clearly 
nuts... (building form intents 
should be clearly connected to 
building form regulations)

• Problem: apartment form 
being used to build non-
apartment building forms 
with individual garages and 
entrance

• That slot homes/town 
homes can be build as 
permitted apartment form, 
apartment form should be 
one comprehensive unit i.e. 
without individual entires and 
parking garages

• Density is a part of the problem 
because density is being 
achieved with slow homes was 
not envisioned for the places 
where slot homes are being 
built

• Extreme contrast between 
existing density and intensity 
vs. density/intensity being 
building as slot homes, density 
is a part of the problem. 

• G-MU-3 context seems not 
to consider context with the 
existing context

• Maximum number of units/lots 
allowed per low, ie minimum 
lot size seems to be in extreme 
contrast with existing fabric

• Units are getting smaller as we 
try to maintain afford-ability. 
Stairs consume a lot of the 
space

• Clarity on ownership vs 
residence in defining what the 
city should be

• Many investors are not 
impacted by whats left

• Create a new building form” 
slot home” Clearly state in 
DZC which zoning categories 
included Slot Home Building 
Form

• G-RH-3 specific intent includes 
single family, duplex, and row-
home, not garden court.

• Proportions of courtyard, wider 
than height (not a slot) makes 
a good courtyard, and that has 
a gate aligning sidewalks with 
definition and transition 

• Process concern: the tree lawn 
is very important, lets engage 
PW somehow

• This process is too long: 
we are looking at 2020 for 
implementation

• CPD should be empowered 
to delay/deny unexpected 
building proposals 
inconsistence with zoning

• Delay vesting of development 
until proposal conforms to 
DZC
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